BLAZE A NEW TRAIL,
AND ALWAYS KEEP EXPLORING.
THE ROAD IS YOURS
AND YOURS ALONE.
NEVER STOP, YOUR
ADVENTURES HAVE
ONLY JUST BEGUN.
Well Designed.

Flair’s spacious layout provides a comfortable environment on the road. Relax in Flexsteel® furniture with a lifetime warranty on the frame and enjoy features like flush flooring, providing a near seamless living area when the slide-outs are extended.

THE FLEXSTEEL® RECLINER (optional, swivel chair is standard) is very comfortable and features a convenient fold away table perfect for reading a book, using a laptop or enjoying a snack.

THE ENTERTAINMENT CENTER features a 24” TV and shelf for DVD/VCR combo, making it easy to watch your favorite movies wherever you are.

SPACIOUS OVERHEAD STORAGE is a great a place to keep books, DVD’s or video tapes for your long journeys.

THE CHILL GRILL is a great feature that disperses cold air into the coach for those warm days.

UNDER-THE-DINETTE STORAGE is a convenient place to keep books, board games and even extra cookware.
Flair 34F shown in Sweet Bluette interior decor with Windsor Birch wood finish.

Convenient pull-out baskets (select models) in the galley pantry, slide in and out with ease for storing your non-perishable food items.

Convenient overhead storage above the sink provides plenty of room for full-size plates and dishes.
Convenience and Comfort.

You’ll always feel at home thanks to Flair’s functional design, boasting features to make your travels fun and easy. Take full advantage of the galley for cooking a great meal with features like a 3 burner range with oven, a convenient microwave for a quick snack, a spacious 8 cu. ft. Dometic® double door refrigerator for food & beverages, and full-extension roller bearing drawer guides, giving you full access to the drawers for storage. In the bedroom, relax on the queen size innerspring mattress, which also features underneath storage, great for extra towels, linens or clothing. You’ll also enjoy the stylish fabrics choices for a one of a kind look.
**POWERS PLATFORM CONSTRUCTION**

Fleetwood’s patented Power Platform begins with two 10-in. steel I-beams welded lengthwise to the chassis. From the beams, steel outriggers extend outward. Together, they create a basement for fluid tanks and storage while supporting the floor, walls and roof with a rigid metal frame. This complements the chassis to make it even stronger.

Holding tanks are enclosed between the upper and lower basement floors. This allows them to be heated to prevent freezing in cold weather.

*Drawings are for illustrative purposes only to highlight aspects of motor home construction. Actual motor home design depends on model and is subject to change.*
THREE INTERIORS, TWO WOOD CHOICES. THE CHOICE IS YOURS.

Choose from three interior decor motifs, with color coordinated exterior graphics and two wood finishes for a total of six distinct decor choices.

FLAIR EXTERIOR/INTERIOR COLOR CHOICES

SWEET BLUETTE
Living/Dining Room
Sofa Bed
Dinette Cushions & Throw Pillow
Swivel Chair
Bedroom
Bedspread
Pillow Shams

HERITAGE OLIVE
Living/Dining Room
Sofa Bed
Dinette Cushions & Throw Pillow
Swivel Chair
Bedroom
Bedspread
Pillow Shams

ASIAN JUTE
Living/Dining Room
Sofa Bed
Dinette Cushions & Throw Pillow
Swivel Chair
Bedroom
Bedspread
Pillow Shams

INTERIOR WOOD FINISHES
Summer Oak
Windsor Birch
What Drives You?

Maybe it’s feeling like you’re the only one on Earth. Perhaps it’s the unique sense of closeness with the great outdoors. Or, it might be the joy that comes from spending quality time with family and friends. Whatever the reason, we know that you have a strong drive to experience everything that comes with spending time on the road. And for more than 50 years, we’ve shared that passion with you. Because we’re RV enthusiasts ourselves, you can see our passion in the vehicles we design and build. Own a Fleetwood, and you’ll feel like you’re not just traveling, but embarking on an experience unlike any other. Set your own course for adventure and get out there and explore the world around you. Once you do, you’ll see what it is that drives us — it’s you.